Program-A Prime
Professional Security and Investigator Training Package

As of October 6, 2018, Students are eligible at any time for the following 25 Course Training Package (worth Thousands) at the super reduced tuition of $500.00. (Prior Tuitions paid will not be applied to cost)

- First Aid, CPR, &AED
- CLEET Phase One and Two,” Basic Unarmed Security Skills”
- CLEET Phase Three, “Private Investigator Training”
- CLEET Phase Four, “Basic Firearms Training”
- CLEET Phase Four, “Basic Shotgun Training”
- CLEET Phase Five, “Bail Enforcement Training”
- Advanced Investigation Techniques
- Conducting DUI Investigations
- Drone Flight School for Commercial Use
- Drone School – Pre-flight and Beyond
- Electronic Control & Defense Weapons (*Stand-off & Contact Electronic Weapons*)
- Executive Protection – Body Guard
- First Response to Active Shooter Situations with the Advanced Shooting Skills
- Interviews & Interrogations
- Legal Research/Documentation and Court Room Testimony for Investigators
- Low-light Shooting Techniques
- Kubaton and Unarmed Defensive Tactics
- Mental Health for Law Enforcement and Security Officers
- Preliminary Breath Testing
- Radar Operations
- Standardized Field Sobriety Testing and DUI Detection
- Surviving Edged Weapon Attacks
- Traffic Control and Parking Lot Safety
- Use of Force Options – #One
- Verbal Judo
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1. All SOR Training Center Courses may be purchased individually, PROGRAM “A” PRIME Students need only attend those Courses they want or all of the Courses their contract entitles them to.

2. Courses are non-transferable to another person. There are No refunds once you start classes in “PROGRAM-A PRIME”.

3. Cancellation prior to first class results in a withdrawal fee of $400.00.

4. No course substitutions, if you do not want to attend an offered course, you lose it.

5. Students have twelve months from date of enrollment to complete courses.

6. Students must furnish their own ammo, weapons and flash light, safety gear and MMPI for all firearms courses.

7. Students must have completed CLEET Phase 4 Firearms before attending any other Firearms Course.

8. All fees must be paid before starting the “PROGRAM” courses.

9. No course repeats, if you attend a course and leave, or fail to attend any portion of a course, you cannot repeat the course without paying full course costs. If you drop out of a course for any reason, you lose the course unless additional tuitions are paid.

10. If SOR cancels any course for any reason, students will be allowed to attend the next scheduled class, even if it exceeds the twelve month completion limit. Students are responsible for maintaining their training schedule and checking for Schedule changes.

11. Any Student not completing the available courses in the twelve month time period, may extend their “PROGRAM” for an additional six (6) months by paying $400.00. This fee must be paid no later than one month after the original expiration date of your “PROGRAM-A PRIME”.

2334 N. Moore Ave., Bldg. “B”, Moore, Oklahoma  73160
405/793-0869   FAX 405/793-0870
www.sortrainingcenter.com